Orientation in All-Day Program

‘The Male Animal’

Six Assistants, 38 Fellows Added to Staff

Pan American Fellow in Chemical Engineering.

Albert William Blackstock, B.S. (Texas A&M, 1948), of Waco, Texas, has been Fellow in Physics.

A Fellow in Romance Languages is Diego Bruce, B.A. (Rice, 1948), of Columbia, S.C., who has been Fellow in Philosophy.

Six new Assistants have been appointed to the Rice staff, and thirty-eight new Fellowships have been awarded.

The following are the new appointments to Fellowships at the Rice Institute:

Six Assistants: Vincent Carvian, B.A. (Tulane, 1948); Joseph F. Clark, B.S. (Rice, 1948); Jean de Vries, B.S. (Darmstadt, 1947); Michael J. Frey, B.S. (Rice, 1948); Raymond A. Gutierrez, B.S. (Trinity, 1948); and Lawrence R. Hogue, B.A. (Rice, 1948).

Purpose at Guidance

The members of the freshman guidance committee, or whoever has set up as a princ-
ulate upon to explain the exact purposes of the

freshman guidance program.

A type of program that has been used this
year would be more fitting on a campus with that
great spirit (Houston), where to be anybody you
do have to "belong" to a fraternity or a sorority.

Apparently the guidance committee wants fresh-
men to take their school's history and traditions like Aggie fish must learn to repeat
the traditions of Aggies. Perhaps the guidance
committee should require freshmen to learn Greek
in order to read the inscriptions on the cornerstone.
The author of this article would look rather ridic-
ulous trying "five fish" on a freshman who couldn't
read the inscriptions.

In school spirit such a formalized thing that
the traditions must be memorized, drummed into the
in order to read the

good old "frat spirit"; where to be anybody you
called upon to explain the exact purposes of the
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students don't, and he doesn't turn in cheaters

Honesty by conformity, or honesty by fear

of retribution, is not honesty at all.

A person who takes this attitude to explain
his behavior is not likely not cheating only because
the majority of

unselfish men and
women.

The blame does not fall on any one group; nor
do it fall only on those who cheat. This
delinquent attitude is probably not universal that upper
class instructors often leave the room during
examinations.

Three students probably will not violate the
system during their stay. But the public school
educational ideal suggests that the atti-
dude of the student toward the system is not
the real problem.

Many do not even realize that the system
is in danger. They do not realize that many evi-
dences on the campus point to the eventual—
though not inevitable—loss of that system which
permits students to be treated as honorable men
and women.
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Bluebolts Begin Practice Sessions for Coming Season

Three SWC Teams
Open Season With Victories

On last Saturday afternoon, three of four Southwest Conference football teams came through with victories in their season openers. Only Texas A&M, with Harry Stiteler making his first start as a college coach, dropped their initial games of the season.

Texas looked impressive in beating L. S. U. 33-0. Ray Borneman, a quarterback, led the ground gainers for the '48 Longhorns. He is good enough to lead the team in completing seven out of fourteen tosses. A rugged North Carolina center, should prove or break the '48 Longhorn in a ten flat timing. Working the touchdown punch, should supply a major portion of the ball-handling position. On the other hand, Silver, although he is small, is a sharp receiver. CRC is capable of giving yeoman performances for the Bluebirds.

Arthur Lincoln Draper, Jr., B.A. (Rice) 1948, of Houston, has been appointed Fellow in Chemistry.

Mildred Claire Hoop, B.A. (Rice) 1948, of Houston, has been named as Fellow in Romance Languages.

William Calvin Overton, Jr., B.S. (North Texas) 1941, of Dallas, has been appointed Fellow in Physics.

H. Raymond Livingston, B.S. in Chemistry. (William and Mary) 1941, B.Arch. (Tufts) 1947, of Oxford, Ohio, has been named Fellow in Architectural Engineering.

Mildred Claire Hoop, B.S. (Queen's) 1947, of Wallaceburg, Ontario, has been named Fellow in Chemical Engineering.

Named as Fellow in Psychology is Mildred Claire Hoop, B.S. (Queen's) 1947, of Dallas has been Energy Commission Fellow.
Bluebolts do look rugged enough to conference frosh squads possess, the serve depth that several of other Christi, are the others who will aid their schedule.

uiged to attend.

water; and Ted Watson, Corpus; Bill Valentine, Wichita Falls; Stearnes, Irving; Britt Swain, Den

tipping the scales at 190 pounds, logical starters.
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Campus Capers... Laff 'n Learn

THE THRESHER

“Loved One” Sitivizes Burial Habits

Perhaps the most clever technique of the aspect of the book is the use of opposing personalities to achieve this, and which the author is working toward.

There is Sir Francis Hinsley's fallen star and silent sufferer of untold indecencies, and Sir Am brokerage Abersanco, Sir Francis with successful acquisition and appointed partner of Hollywood's English colony. There is quiet, sensitive, pliable Alanite, and noisy, possessive, revolting Mrs. Joyboy. There is the artistic, sentimental Mr. Joyboy and his English rival for Alanite's affections, the somewhat dishonest Jess Darcy Barlow.

The Happening Hunting Groun, featuring Grade A services with religious rites for pets of Hollywood. The wedding, held outdoors under the open sky, was witnessed by an attendance of only 120 persons, including the group of stars who had come from the West Coast for the wedding.

But more important than any consequence of “The Loved One” is the story is the brutal, biting satire on the treatment of the dead. As Mrs. Ziehling points out in her review, there are “no tears, no heart-breaking service, no telling of the story...”

The book is a satire on modern society, and its most striking feature is its treatment of the dead. The author, in a series of short stories, describes the various ways in which the dead are treated by their families, and the ways in which they are remembered.

The book is also a commentary on the modern world, and the author uses the dead as a symbol of the powerlessness of the individual in the face of the Establishment.

Boswell's Manifest Himself by Pallur or to Recognize Philip Morris Cigarettes Superior, in Quality to All Other Leading Brands

All joking aside, Ganga—

CIGARETTE HANGOVER is nothing to laugh about.

Why don't you try PHILIP MORRIS? From all over America people report no Cigarette Hangover when they use PHILIP MORRIS. That's because PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating than any other leading brand! You'll be glad tomorrow—you smoked PHILIP MORRIS today!